
whatever comes between – readings 17
[to Oswald Egger]

mark so

—for 1 performer/reader, using sustaining and decaying tones—

using the text Room of  Rumor: Tunings by Oswald Egger:

any 12 or more pages may be chosen for performance, or all 44 pages in sequence 
(either the English or German version may be used, or pages may be interspersed 
from both, without doubling)

each page lasts ca. 2-5 minutes, with ca. 30 seconds of  silence observed between pages

for each page, read aloud either from the poetic stanzas above or the prose passage that runs below, or neither – 

if  reading the poetic portion, read any, or all, stanza(s)
if  reading the prose portion, read it in its entirety

for each page, tones may be played corresponding to the poetic portion, the prose portion, or both, as follows:

for any poetic stanza (read or unread): 

play a decaying chord, or overlapping group of  decaying tones, consisting of  a number of  pitches equal to the number of  lines 
in the stanza; each time, the tones may be any, but should be played in a middle-high register, corresponding to the height of  the 
stanza on the page, and in relation to any others; if  reading and playing a stanza, the playing of  tones overlaps in some way with 
the corresponding reading; finish reading a stanza and allow tones to decay completely before initiating reading/playing for the 
next stanza

for any prose passage (read or unread): 

play a sustaining tone in a middle-low register; this tone should usually change from page to page (always remaining in the same 
mid-low register); if  also reading the passage, the playing of  the tone overlaps in some way with the corresponding reading

observe top-down order of  reading and/or playing when executing more than one stanza of  material for the poetic portion of  a page; any 
omitted stanza may (but need not) be represented by a pause in the poetic stream

if  reading and/or playing material for both the poetic and prose portions of  a page, the two streams of material overlap in some way

– soft, focused throughout –
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